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Left to right: Lola Trollip (friend), Johan Kotze (attorney),  Henk Cilliers (FS Bar), JJ  Cilliers (wife), Piet
Wessels (attorney). Suzette Wessels (wife), David Grewar (FS Bar), Jan Smit (attorney), Lawrence Manye
(FS Bar), Leane Greyling (wife), Piet Greyling (FS Bar), Letlhogonolo Moeng (magistrate), Willem Van
Aswegen (FS Bar), Cindy Van Aswegen (wife), Abram Motobedi (friend), Lefa Thlapuletsa (friend),  Hendre
Conradie (attorney).

Legal Eagle Bike Run
Bloemfonteiners, furthermore, make things
move: so did Henk Cilliers when at his
instance on 14 April 2012 no fewer than
17 Legal Eagles from all over the FS took
to the road on their Harleys, BMWs,
Ducatis, Suzukis, Yamahas (superbikes,
cruisers, you name it, they have it!) for the
very first annual Legal Eagle Bike Run ever.
Their trip took them through the Eastern
Free State, along the majestic curve of the
Drakensberg foothills to Clarens and the
Fouriesburg Country Inn for a blissful week-
end without cases, clients and costs orders,
straight out of the Arena and on to
beautiful views, breathtaking rides and new
friendships (yes, even between counsel,
attorneys AND a magistrate to boot…). So,
if you’re a Legal Eagle hiding a Harley
under a court file or in a brief anywhere
around the country you’re invited to join
Henk and the Eagles on their next Bike
Run. That’s April 2013: just send him your
details at big5@law.co.za.

Prevention of sexual harassment
policy
By Michelle Norton
The Cape Bar at its recent AGM adopted
a policy designed to secure a working
environment free of sexual harassment. The
policy was prepared at the instance of the
GCB in its drive to create a framework for
equality and diversity in all its constituent
Bars.

Predictably – and despite the final draft
being stripped of especially provocative
items like an embargo on ‘whistling of a
sexual nature’– the policy provoked a
flourish of erotic wit and lamenting of the
supposed end of mating rituals in the
corridors of practice.

The policy, however, takes selective aim
at sexual conduct which may be
demeaning or humiliating and conduct
which, if unwelcome, may create an
uncomfortable working environment. It
protects Bar members as well as staff,
attorneys and clients who engage with
members. The complaint process which it
introduces is designed to accommodate the
special nuances of this type of complaint,
with a focus on informal resolution and
the protection of dignity and confidentiality.

A sub-committee of the Bar Council has
been established to deal with complaints
under the policy.

The Cape Bar’s maternity policy
By Karrisha Pillay
At its AGM held on 21 April 2009, the
Cape Bar adopted a maternity policy,
subject to a three year review. One of the
key aspects of the maternity policy is that
members are entitled to a take ‘maternity
leave’ for a period of six months during
which they will be entitled to a remission
from Bar dues, chamber rental and floor
dues. In reviewing the maternity policy, it
became apparent that since its inception,
nine women have accessed benefits under
the policy. The breakdown is as follows:

• 2009: The Cape Bar spent
R 69 304.26 (and six members
accessed funds under the policy).

• 2010: The Cape Bar spent
R 46 126.13* (and one further

member accessed funds under
the policy).

• 2011: The Cape Bar spent
R 52 028.08 (and two further
members accessed funds under
the policy).

The above figures demonstrate that a fair
number of female members have utilised
the benefits of the maternity policy. It is
encouraging that all of the members who
accessed benefits under the policy have
returned to practice at the Bar and remain
practising members.

To that end, it can indeed be said that
consistent with its objective, the maternity
policy has served to accommodate preg-
nant women at the Bar and ensure that
they can assume their parental responsi-
bilities whilst continuing with their pro-
fessional lives.

In line with its laudable objective of
ensuring equality and equal opportunity,
the maternity policy was adopted without
qualification at the Cape Bar’s 2012
AGM.

Cape Bar

* This figure is inclusive of some members who carried
over from 2009.
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